
99705190 Tools for removing glow plugs and for cleaning glow plug holes.

Universal Glow PlUG DrillinG oUt set  
M8x1, M10x1, M10x1.25

sliDe Hammer 0.7 KG

1030210

For fast removal of glow plug applications 
or for removing slightly rusted injectors.

6041798

Use on sliding hammer for 
fast removal of glow plugs.

aDaPter m10-m8

90417910

Suitable for 
PSA DV6, Ford DLD416

90417900

Suitable for 
All models

Suitable for 
Toyota 1CD-FTV, M10x1.25

90417920

universAL
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Use to remove broken elements of glow plug tips: During the removal of glow plugs, it is possible 
that delicate elements break off and the tip remains in the shaft. This comprehensive, universal 
kit contains several combinations of thread and tip diameters. The kit contains various tools such 
as centering aids, variable depth stops, drills, etc. 

This unique, high quality kit is capable of removing most combinations of broken glow plug tips 
on most vehicles.

Universal Glow PlUG element removal set 
M8x1, M9x1, M10x1 & M10x1.25

ProPrietarY

location drill out pulling removing cleaning



Removing the central electrode

Drilling out the glow plug thread

Extracting the glow plug

Cleaning the glow plug hole with brushes

Refreshing the fastening thread in the cylinder head

Cleaning the sealing seat in the glow plug hole  
with a reamer

Renewing the fastening thread in the glow plug hole

Universal   
ComPlete Glow PlUG DrillinG oUt 
set

m8x1 m8x1 m10x1 m10x1 m10x1 m10x1.25 m12x1.25

60416300 60416305 90417400 90417300 6041740 90417500 6041760Includes thread repair/cleaning tools

6044080 Spare coil M8x1x11mm short, 1pc
6041641 Guiding sleeve Ø2,7mm for drill out glow plug electrode

6041635 Spare milling bit Ø7,0 mm

60417355 Spare milling bit Ø9,0mm, long 84mm
60418758 Spare milling bit Ø9,0mm, short 53mm

60441000 Spare coil M10x1x10mm short, 1pc
60441050 Spare coil M10x1x19mm long, 1pc
60441150 Spare coil M10x1.25x17mm, long, 1pc
6041749 Guiding sleeve Ø3,5mm for drill out glow plug electrode
6041751 Guiding sleeve Ø2,6mm for drill out glow plug electrode

Electrode Extractor Set 4 pcs.  M2.5, M3.5, M4 
and M5 Drive: ¼“ - M2.5, M3.5, M4; Drive: ⅜“- M5

size

CoDe

tHreaDeD Coils anD Drill sleeves  
for set M8x1

millinG bits  
for set M8x1

for set M10x1/M10x1,25

for set M10x1, M10x1,25

eleCtroDe extraCtor

Contents: 
1131025  Electrode breaking tool Ø2.5mm 1/4“
1131035  Electrode breaking tool Ø3.5mm 1/4“
1131040  Electrode breaking tool Ø4.0mm 1/4“
1131055  Electrode breaking tool Ø5.0mm 3/8“

 ■ Hammer weight: 0.7 kg
 ■ Sliding Rod IT M10

sliDe Hammer 0.7 KG

6041798 Adapter M10,M8 for use on Sliding Hammer         
for fast glow plug removal.

60384404 Adapter M10/M18x1.5 for use on Sliding Hammer 
for Denso Injector removal.

1030210

1130004

adapters

Other models on request!
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Uni m8x1 
ComPlete Glow PlUG DrillinG oUt set

Uni m10x1 
ComPlete Glow PlUG DrillinG oUt set

 60416300  90417400

Uni m10x1,25 
ComPlete Glow PlUG DrillinG oUt set

 90417500

Customized for your needs, these kits can be assembled in various ways. 
Choose from only drill out kit or with thread repair, cleaning and repairing tools.

long short

ComPlete set ComPlete set ComPlete set



This optimal reamer set includes common 
reamers for different engines. Use for cleaning 
and refacing glow plug holes and especially 
useful for conical sealing seat in cylinder head. 

Kit also contains guiding tool, cleaning brushes and glow plug hole finder.

Individual sizes on request.

60417300

Content            Reamers with actuator, adapter guide and 7 brushes (Ø 4.7 mm - Ø 11 mm)
Suitable for: M8x1-90°, M8x1-120°, M9x1-90°, M10x1-60°, M10x1-90°, M10x1.25-60°, M10x1.25-90°, M12x1.25-60°

Glow PlUG Hole brUsH set
 ■ Brushes are made of steel and brass wire
 ■ Ø 4.7 mm - Ø 11 mm
 ■ Two brushes for each size
 ■  Contains extra long and thin brushes for TOYOTA

90490300

Universal Glow PlUG sealinG seat reamer set

Specially designed tap with guider.
Contains front guiding part, original pulling thread, middle pre-cutting part, 
thread cutting part for thread coil and hexagonal drive for ratchet use.

6041625 For M8x1 Saling Seat angle 90°
60416225 For M8x1 Sealing Seat angle 120°
60416215 For M9x1 ealing Seat angle 90°
6041725 For M10x1 Sealing Seat angle 60°

60417125 For M10x1 Sealing Seat angle 60° tip 4,2 mm
60417025 For M10x1 Sealing Seat angle 90°
6041715 For M10x1 Sealing Seat angle 60° M10x1.25 Sealing Seat angle 60°

60417225 For M10x1.25 Sealing Seat angle 60°
60417029 For M10x1.25 Sealing Seat angle 90°
60417105 For M10x1, M10x1.25 Sealing Seat angle 120°

5758 Special tap inner M8x1 x outer M10x1
5576 Special tap inner M9x1 x outer M11x1
5577 Special tap inner M10x1 x outer M12x1

10730 Special tap inner M10x1,25 x outer M12x1,25
10731 Special tap inner M12x1,25 x outer M14x1,25

Glow PlUG sHaft anD sealinG seat 
reamer, inDiviDUallY

tHreaD rePair taP witH CUttinG fUnCtion

60417115 For M10x1,25 Sealing Seat angle 60° tip 3,5 mm
6041615 For M12x1,25 Sealing Seat angle 60°

tHreaD Coil insert tool
6042104 Tool for inserting spare coil M8x1
6041704 Tool for inserting spare coil M10x1
6041504 Tool for inserting spare coil M10x1,25

Hexagon drive for ratchet use.
Extra long for hard-to-reach places.

14 pieces
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Suitable for:  Bosch, Denso, Siemens / Continental / VOD & Delphi Injectors.

injeCtor GriPPer om651, 
for Piezo injeCtors

For removing extreme seized injectors from 
the cylinder head with Slide Hammers 5 or 8 kg. 
or the Universal Injector Removal Tool.
Receiving Thread IT M18x1.5

60384881 Suitable for:  Mercedes Benz OM651

injeCtor removal braCKet Denso 3 PCs.
For removing extreme seized injectors from the 
cylinder head with Slide Hammers 5 or 8 kg. 
or the Universal Removal Tools 60385395 or 
60385445.

Contents: 2 Removing Brackets for diesel line connecti-
on:  Ø 16mm or Ø 17mm, Receiving Thread for the Slide 
Hammer IT M18x1.5, 1 Special Nut M12x1.5 injectors.

90384865 Suitable for: Denso 

Suitable for more than 15 diferent connecting adaptors.

Universal tool set for disas-
sembling the injector and for 
preparing to remove an injector. 
Suitable for our Universal 
Hydraulic Injector: Extractor  
60385395 or 8kg. Slide Hammer 
6148800.

Suitabled for:  Bosch, Denso, Siemens / Continental & Delphi Injektors.60384660

injeCtor removal aDaPter set 15 PCs.

sliDe Hammer 8.0 KG
 ■ Hammer weight: 8 kg 
 ■ Sliding Rod 570mm long, OT M18x1.5
 ■ Anti-shock side handles.

6148800

In order to increase the depth of thread in an injector, it 
is necessary to first remove the injector needle with this         
extractor.
The specially hardened jaws grip into the narrow gap 
between the injector wall and the injector needle valve.            
The complete injector needle is then pulled out through the 
upper part.

Suitable for: 
CDI engines e.g. MB, Opel/Vauxhall, Renault  especially with 2.2L 
(engine code G9T) & 2.5L  (engine code G9U), Nissan and 
PSA engines. Mitsubishi Fuso Canter

injeCtor neeDle extraCtor

6038472e

set contains the most 
popular 3 part bosch 

adapter Cri1 and Cri2.

60384650

injeCtor removal anD DismantlinG set 24 PCs.

Universal tool set for disassembling injector and for 
preparing to remove the injector. Optimal actuation 
tools for removing an injector are e.g. the Slide Hammer          
5 or  8 kg or Universal Hydraulic Injector Removal Set.

Contents: 10 Adapters (see table), 4 Slotted Sockets to remove and install the solenoids ( 25, 27, 29, 
30 mm). Allen Socket 10mm with Hole, 2 Releasing Levers (IT M12x1.5 and OT M12x1), 
Ball Joint Adapter IT M18x1.5 & IT M18x1.5 to increase hammer access to injector while removing.
Pin Socket, Socket 7/8″ hexagon (flat milled).

fastest solution for injector removing.
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After removing the injector needle, use this tool to increase the depth of inner thread M17x1.
This tool significantly increases the tensile strength which aids in successfully pulling the injec-
tor. The tensile strength increases with each new thread.

taP m17x1

 ■ M17x1
 ■ Extra flat front face for best result
 ■ 7 times fluted Suited for:  Bosch injectors

60383317

steP

afterBefore



6038410 CDI

6038375 Complete version CDI + A-CLASS

HYDraUliC PUmP
 ■ Pump pressure 700 Bar
 ■ Sufficient for 12/20 ton hydraulic cylinders
 ■ Manometer as aditional part on request
 ■ Suitable to use on light commercial vehicles 
and vans, thanks to the long hose

80255500

injeCtor removal set CDi
 Use with the flat hollow piston of hydraulic cylinder 12ton. Thread adapter M18x1,5 (included      
in set) is suitable for mechanical injector removal using by slide hammer.
For stepped valve covers (612 MB) use 4-piece set 6038365 to provide horizontal position.

ComPlementarY sUPPort elements              
4 PCs. for injeCtor removal set CDi

For removing the injectors from CDI     
engines with Support Sleeves.6038365

Using support elements avoids the 
cracking of aluminum cylinder head 
covers.

60385395

INJECTOR  
  REMOVAL …

12
pulling force

tons

The legs/arms can be adjusted into 10 adjusting holes to fit each position in a circle of 300 mm and 
are individually height adjustable. The adapters (optionally available) connect the CR-injectors from 
the various manufacturers (Bosch, Siemens, Delphi, etc.) to the extraction spindle. The injector is 
extracted from the cylinder head with the tensile force of the 12 ton hydraulic cylinder

Universal injeCtor removal set
with Hydraulic Hollow piston Cylinder 12 t

 ■ Spindle with connecting thread M18x1.5
 ■ Height adjustable pivot system
 ■ For straight and angle mounted injectors

60385025 Adjustable support legs from set 60385395, 
to make 4 arm puller

60385033 Nut M14 from set 60385395

60385023 Leg extension from set 60385395

aDitional Parts to bUilD UP 4 leGs sYstem

In some cases, it is necessary to use also 4-th leg. (Pleas see leg contains bellow.)

All Pichler sets can be used directly on engines. There is no need to dismount the cylinder head or remove the engine from a car.

60385216
Adapter M16x1,5: M18x1,5 for reverse hammer, for 
aditional power

6148818 Adapter M18x1,5mm: M18x1,5mm for reverse hammer

aDaPters for sliDe Hammer to reCeive enormoUs                  
Power wHiCH is CreateD bY Constant HYDraUliC PUllinG 

forCe anD mUltiPlieD bY Hammer imPaCts 
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injeCtor removal set sofim fiat, iveCo
Use: For removing rusted common rail injectors from the cylinder head using a 20 ton hollow piston 
cylinder. If the injector tears during the extraction at the bottom screw connection, it is possible to pull 
the rest of the torn-off injector using the additional extraction spindles.

After the successful extraction 
we recommend removing car-
bon and soot deposits with our       
Cleaning Kit 9038100.

Suitable for: 
 SOFIM 2,3lt engine code: F1AE-2.3l in the: 
Fiat Ducato, Iveco Daily, (Euro 3, 4 & 5) 
 SOFIM 3,0lt engine code: F1CE-3.0l in the:
Fiat Ducato, Iveco Daily, Massif, Peugeot Boxer, 
Citroën Jumper (Euro 3, 4 & 5),  
Mitsubishi Fuso Canter.

Injector Removal Set SOFIM       
with 20 ton hydraulic cylinder       
for F1AE-2,3 l and F1CE-3,0 l  

Injector Removal Set SOFIM           
without 20 ton hydraulic cylinder   
for F1AE-2,3 l and F1CE-3,0 l

60385345

60385340

ProPrietarY

torn-off injectors can  
also be removed.

injeCtor removal set for renaUlt m9r / m9t / r9m
Use to remove rusted common rail injectors from the cylinder head using 20 tons hollow 
piston cylinder. In case the injector breaks off while pulling on the lower screw connections,                             
the additional pull handles can be used to pull out the rest of the torn-off injector. 

 ■ For Piezo and Solenoid valve controlled  
Bosch injectors.

 ■ Pulling force 20 tons is allowed because of the       
patented construction, where force is distributed    
on six places onthe cylinder head.

 ■ Additionally, injectors are clamped 
multiple times. Through this multiple  
clamping is a safe pulling with 20 tons  
pulling force assured.

 ■ Including illustrated operating instructions.
Injector Removal Set M9R / M9T / R9M with 20t hydraulic cylinder60382095

Injector Removal Set M9R / M9T / R9M without 20t hydraulic cylinder60382105

Suitable for : 
M9R (2.0): Nissan: Primastar, Qashqai , X-Trail, Opel: Vivaro, Renault: Espace IV, Grand Scenic II, Grand Scenic III, Koleos, Laguna II, 
Laguna III, Latitude, Megane CC, Megane II, Megane III,  Scenic II, Scenic III, Trafic II, Vel Satis 
M9T (2.3): Nissan: NV400, Opel: Movano, Renault: Master III 
R9M (1.6): Mercedes C-Klasse: C 180d / C 200d, Nissan: Qashqai, X-Trail,Opel: Vivaro, Renault: Espace V, Fluence, Grand Scenic III, 
Kadjar, Megane CC, Megane III, Mégane IV, Scénic III, Talisman II, Trafic, Trafic III

20
pulling force

tons

NEw

For rusted nozzle nut removal.
Contains: Loosening tool for injector needle, taps, taps extensions and threaded pulling rods.
Common problem in Ssangyong, Peugeot, Fiat, Citroen injectors.

Suitable for use with Universal Hydraulic Injector Removal Kit

Universal removal set for torn-toff injeCtors

60382400

torn-off injectors can  
also be removed
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piezo

solenoid



This set allows you to remove the injector either mechanically (with moderate seized injectors) or 
hydraulically (with significant seized injectors).

Injector Removal Set M9R / M9T / R9M with 20t hydraulic cylinder60383305

Suitable for : 
16V-PSA engine, engine codes: DW10ATED4 MC 2.0l (RHW) and DW12TED4 2.2l (4HW) in the:
Fiat Ulysse, Lancia Phedra, Suzuki Vitara, Volvo S40 II and V50, Peugeot 406, 407, 607, 806, 807, Citroën Evasion, 
C5, C8, Ford Focus `06 etc.

injeCtor removal set Psa - PeUGeot, Citroen

Use for optimal cleaning and revising the injector shaft. The injector shaft wall, the sealing seat for the injector and the 
bore for receiving the injector nose can be cleaned with special brushes. In case there is a large amount of carbon and soot 
or there is damage to the seat, use this milling tool and guider to reface the seat to return to the original condition. Seized 
Cooper sealing rings can be easily removed in minutes from the injector shaft without damage to cylinder head.

9038100

Suitable for: Universal
Recommended accessoRies: 
Variable depth Gauge for milling 
cutter Holder 90390485

ProPrietarY

 ■ Consists of modules 1, 1.1, 2, 3 & basic module

injeCtor sHaft CleaninG set - ComPlete witH 5 moDUles

20
pulling force

tons

Application: With this set it is possible to upgrade a present Injector 
Removal Set M9R (60385095/60385105 - 12 tons) to M9R / M9T / R9M (20 
tons) set.

Application: With this set it is possible to upgrade a present Injector 
Removal Set „M9R Update“ (60385050)to M9R / M9T / R9M (20 tons) set.

Application: With this set it is possible to upgrade a present Injector 
Removal Set SOFIM (60385345) to M9R / M9T / R9M (20 tons) set.

Application: With this set it is possible to upgrade a present Injector 
Removal Set M9R / M9T / R9M (60382095) to SOFIM set.

UPGraDe set: for m9r 12 tons  
to tHe 20 tons m9r / m9t / r9m (20 tons) set

UPGraDe set: 60385050 anD 60385095/105  
to moD. m9r / m9t / r9m (20 t.)

UPGraDe set: sofim to m9r / m9t / r9m (20 tons)

UPGraDe set: moD. m9r / m9t / r9m (20 t.)  
to injeCtor removal set sofim

Injector Removal Upgrade Set from 60385095/60385105 to the M9R / M9T / R9M (20 tons) set60382115

 Injector Removal Upgrade Set from 60385050 to 6038209560382120

Injector Removal Upgrade Set from 60385345 to 60382095/6038210560382125

 Injector Removal Upgrade Set from 60382095 to 60385340/6038534560385350

+ +

+ +

UPGraDe sets- Different variants for existinG Kits
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Content:
1. 2pcs. Foot to trim the fenders
2. 2pcs. Leg to save the struts
3. 2pcs.Leg of the front strut
4. 2pcs.Chain to hang the engine with a carriage beam
5. 1pc. Cross member

Technical specifications:
 ■ Heavy construction made of thick-walled 
closed iron profiles

 ■ Weight of product 8-11 kg according to type
 ■ Possibility of immediate adjustments ac-
cording to the width the vehicle, inclination 
angle of the front hood

 ■ Suspended imposition of bolts and nuts for 
axial bearing

 ■ Trapezoidal thread for fast operation
 ■ Maximum load 100 kg
 ■ Stroke 280 mm
 ■ Finish: zinc

For removing seized copper sealing rings from injector shafts, without damaging 
the cylinder head. Without this tool, it is almost impossible to remove the copper 
ring without damaging the sealing seat. Receiving thread M10 for a Slide Hammer.

Suitable for: 
CDI engines e.g. MB, Opel/Vauxhall, Renault  especially with 2.2L (engine code G9T) & 2.5L  (en-
gine code G9U), Nissan and PSA engines. Mitsubishi Fuso Canter.

moDUle 1, brUsHes

moDUle 2, millinG

moDUle 1.1, brUsHes PlUs

moDUle 3, eqUiPment

9038010

9038020

9038011

9038030

Content:
5 Steel Wire Brushes, Brush Holder, Bit Holder Flexible, 2 End Brushes,  
Plastic guide for end brushes, Setting tool and sealing plugs 8 & 10 mm.

Content:
3 Injector Seat Milling Cutters: 180° Ø17mm / 180° Ø15/17mm & 
120° Ø17/18,8mm - conical, Basic Unit with 3 Cones and Depth Stop,  
Cutting Grease and Allen Key 3mm.

Content:
5 Steel Wire Brushes Ø18, 19, 21, 24 & 26mm, 8 Injector Seat Fibre 
Brushes (Coarse and fine), Fibre Brush Holder, 1 Pipe Brush.

Content:
Universal Sealing Ring Extractor -To extract the seized copper sealing 
rings from injector shaft, Slide Hammer 1.35 kg, Flexible Lamp BAL.

sliDe Hammer 1.35 KGUniversal sealinG rinG extraCtor
 ■ Hammer weight: 1.35 kg
 ■ Sliding Rod IT M10
 ■ Thanks to small height it is recomended as 
optional tool for copper washer seal remover.

60390750

6039070

90807500

This professional tool is used for mounting, anchoring and fixing the engine 
and other heavy components from above, It can also be used to:

stabilizer bar enGine HolDer

 ■ Secure the engine when removing the gearbox
 ■ Secure the engine with one trapezoidal screw securing the gearbox when remo-
ving and installing the second trapezoidal screw

 ■ Engine fixation when removing the engine mounts, water pumps, mountings, etc.
 ■ Replace timing belts and chains
 ■ Anchor the engine from top to bottom of the frame when removing the engine
 ■ The holder is designed for hanging the engine when servicing the engine,         
gearbox and axles, etc.

Universal
& USER-FRIENDLY

Information presented enclosed is subject to change. Pictures are non-binding. 
All Pichler sets are supplied with ilustrated instruction manual in language of local distributor.
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